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Today’s Japan 
Economic Revitalization Efforts of Local 

Governments
Nagasaki’s tourism industry has suffered a severe 

blow from the recent global economic slowdown. 
However, the prefecture is now working to revive the 
industry by launching a promotion campaign under an 
emergency framework for tourism revitalization. 

Under the slogan, “Nagasaki-ken wo nibai tanoshimu 
campaign (Enjoy Nagasaki Twice as Much),” the 
campaign offers tourists who have stayed at an 
accommodation facility in Nagasaki a chance to win a 
voucher for another free stay in Nagasaki, an 
all-expenses-paid round trip to a remote island from 
Nagasaki (Goto, Iki, Tsushima Islands), or other such 
travel prizes. Moreover, some 21,000 people will be 
selected in a drawing to receive various specialty 
products of the prefecture (worth a total of 200 million 
yen).

The Nagasaki government is running a full-page 
advertisement in newspapers, and is making an all-out 
effort to promote the campaign. With a total tourist 
consumption of 250 million yen in 2008, the tourism 
industry in Nagasaki has profound influence on the 
prefecture’s economy, as well as ripple effects on various 
other sectors in the prefecture. Therefore, the campaign 
aims to achieve even greater economic effects, by 
enticing tourists to stay and enjoy the history and exotic 
atmosphere of Nagasaki, offering them a chance to win 
an extravagant prize, and inviting prize winners to 
make a repeat visit. The launching of such a large-scale 
promotion campaign by a local government is rare, and 
illustrates Nagasaki Prefecture’s strong enthusiasm.
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A Calendar of Words 
Seasonal words for October 

October brings a clean coolness that clings to plants as 
glistening dew and washes over us not only in the 
morning and evening but even during the day. It 
signifies the arrival of autumn, a season of crisp, blue 
skies. The wide expanse of clear blue is often called 
akibare (clear autumn sky), and the autumn season is 
often expressed by the phrase “ten takaku uma koyuru 
aki,” which literally means “an autumn of clear blue 
skies and horses growing stout.” 

Sometimes, a beautiful pattern of white clouds or 
white slivers of pale clouds appear in the autumn sky. 
Clouds like these are called iwashigumo (sardine 
clouds), because they resemble a school of sardines, 
which were conventionally one of the most 
commonly-consumed fish in Japanese households. They 
are also sometimes called urokogumo (fish scale clouds) 
or sabagumo (mackerel clouds), because they sometimes 
resemble fish scales or the patterns on a mackerel. 

Another characteristic of the autumn season is 
unpredictable weather. This is described by the saying, 
Otokogokoro to aki no sora (a man’s heart changes like 
the autumn sky). However, with the passage of time, the 
subject of the saying has changed from men to women, 
and now the more popular saying is Onna gokoro to aki 
no sora (a woman’s heart changes like the autumn sky).
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